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and the slopes are helped to grow grass and shrubs and
trees, the gully will stop cutting back. Gully-plugging b}-
itself, of course, only gives a temporary check to the damage.
To effect permanent improvement, it must be accompanied
by an increase in the plant cover.
All this means work, but there is no lack either of time
or labour in the hills and bar am (unimgated) areas where
the work has to be done, and unlike so many of the things
the villager devotes his spare time to, it is all highly profit-
able work. The fertility of the soil will increase, the land
will be saved from further erosion and, particularly if the
people will keep cattle, goats and sheep off it, there will be
more and better grass to cut than ever there was before.
If everybody will lay up their hillsides and deal in
this way with their farm lands, the run-off of water
will be so reduced in violence that the people down
below will be able to set about reclaiming their lost
acres from the sand and torrents which used to spread
destruction.
3. The application of the remedy. So much for the
remedy. The real problem is its application. The hillman
is not interested in the plainsman and he does not realize
that he is cutting his own throat as well. He thinks the
hills are inexhaustible, and when soil or grazing begin to
run short in one place, he has only to go a little farther
afield to find plenty more. The plainsman does not realize
that it is the hillman who is responsible for the increasing
shortage of water in wells and canals alike and for the
devastation of his field by torrents. Both alike therefore
resist every effort to put things right. The plainsman thinks
that any attempt to control the hillman is departmental
tyranny, and no one is more tenacious of his grazing rights
than a hillman, or more suspicious of any one who suggests

